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Introduction

 Macro Trend for Automotive

 Stringent environment and fuel efficiency targets 

• Lighter, smaller and highly efficient accessory motors

 Advantages of Isotropic Bonded Neo,

 Higher magnetic properties than ferrite

 Near net shape magnet production

 No heavy rare earth elements

 Feasibility to obtain wide range of magnetization profiles

 An optimally designed magnetization fixture is needed to 
fully utilize the potential of bonded neo magnets. 
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Magnetization Fixture Nomenclature

 To achieve radial magnetization, 

 Single sided (Inner-only) 
magnetization

 Magnetization coils located only on 
one side of magnet (Magnet 
Surface near to the airgap)

 Double sided (Inner-Outer) 
magnetization

 Magnetization coils located on both 
inner and outer circumference of 
magnet
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Approach

 Designed two magnetization fixtures using finite element 
analysis (FEA). Fixture performance is compared for,

 Magnetization Energy and Peak Conductor Current Density

 Mid Airgap Flux Density

 For Inner-Outer fixture, the effect of coil misalignment is evaluated

 Designed fixtures are assembled and the FEA based 
observations are validated 
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Finite Element Analysis (FEA)
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Designed Magnetization Fixtures

 To achieve the full saturation of the magnet, the fixtures 
are designed to get a minimum of 30kG magnetizing field 
throughout the magnet thickness
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Inner-only fixture Inner-outer fixture

Parameter Value

Inner diameter 42 mm

Outer diameter 45 mm

Height 11 mm

Magnet grade MQ1TM

Number of poles 6

Flux orientation Radial

Magnet Dimensional Details
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FEA: Magnetization Energy and Peak Current Density

 In case of inner-outer fixture

 Application of magnetization energy on both sides of magnet 
surface leads to lower energy requirement for saturation

• 39% less magnetization energy to saturate the magnet

 Lower energy results in lower peak current density in the 
conductors. 

• 22% lower peak current density 

 Inner-outer fixture has improved reliability compared to 
inner-only fixture. 
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Fixture type Energy (kJ) J (kA/mm2)

Inner-only 3.5 6.9

Inner-outer 2.1 5.4

Energy required for magnet saturation
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FEA: Closed Circuit Mid Airgap Flux Density

 Mid-airgap flux density waveform:

 Inner-outer fixture  flat-topped

 Inner-only fixture  more radial

 Inner-only fixture results in 6% 
more flux density integral
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Closed circuit flux scan set-up Mid airgap flux density

Fixture type
Mid-airgap flux density 

integral per pole (kG-mech)

Inner-only 218.57

Inner-outer 206.14

Comparison of mid-airgap flux density integral
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Effect of Coil Misalignment in Inner-Outer 
Fixture

 Fabrication and 
manufacturing tolerances 
Up to 5 misalignment
between the magnetization 
coils.

 Coil misalignment leads to 
shifting of transition zone by 
half the misalignment angle. 
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Inner-outer fixture (a) Magnetization flux, (b) Flux density 
in aligned position (c) Magnetization flux, (d) Flux density 

in case of 5 misalignment position

Positive sign represents the misalignment in CCW direction and vice versa.
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Effect of Coil Misalignment in Inner-Outer 
Fixture

 As the outer coil is rotated in CCW direction, 

 At pole leading edge, the magnetizing field by inner and outer coils are 
opposing ⟹ Drooping wave shape 

 At pole trailing edge, adding magnetizing field by inner and outer coils  ⟹ 
Hump in wave shape 

 The increase in misalignment reduces the flux density integral. 

 The reduction in integral is negligible for misalignment up to 2
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Simulated mid airgap flux profile for 
various misalignment angles

Misalignment 
Angle

Mid airgap flux density 
integral per pole 

(kG-mech)

Change in 
integral

0 206.14 0%

1 205.98 -0.1%

2 205.33 -0.4%

3 204.43 -0.8%

4 203.21 -1.4%

5 201.56 -2.2%

Mid airgap flux density integral at various misalignment 
positions between inner and outer magnetization coils
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Experimental Validation
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Experimental Validation: Fabricated Fixtures and 
Flux Scan Set-up
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 Fixtures are assembled. 

 Magnet saturation test is performed and closed circuit 
mid-airgap flux is measured. 

Closed circuit flux scan measurement set-up

(a) Inner-only (b) Inner-Outer
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Experimental Validation: Saturation Test

 Inner-Outer fixture needs 27% less energy compared to 
inner only fixture. 

 Improves fixture reliability and durability. 

 Helps in reducing the magnetization cycle time.
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Saturation test results for inner only and inner-outer 
magnetization fixtures

Fixture type Energy (kJ)

Inner-only 4.2

Inner-outer 3.1

Energy required for magnet saturation
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Experimental Validation: Mid Airgap Flux Density

 Magnets magnetized using inner-only fixture, 

 The mid airgap flux density has saddle shape 

 Flux density integral is 3.3% less compared to the inner-outer 
fixture. 
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Fixture type
Mid-airgap flux density 

integral per pole (kG-mech)

Inner-only 162.32

Inner-outer 167.62

Measured mid-airgap flux density

Comparison of mid-airgap flux density integral
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Experimental Validation: Effect of Coil Misalignment 
in Inner-Outer Fixture

 Misalignment angles more than 2 leads to the appreciable 
reduction in flux. 

 For misalignment angle up to 2 the reduction in flux is up to 0.5% 

 The effect of misalignment is symmetric about the aligned 
position.  16

Measured mid airgap flux for various 
misalignment positions for a single pole

Positive sign represents the misalignment in CCW direction and vice versa.

Misalignment 
Angle

Mid airgap flux density 
integral per pole 

(kG-mech)

Change in 
integral

-5 166.55 -3.8%

-3 168.49 -2.7%

-1.5 172.68 -0.3%

0 173.17 0%

1 172.99 -0.1%

2 172.35 -0.5%

Mid-airgap flux density integral at various misalignment 
positions between inner and outer magnetization coils
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Conclusions

 For radial magnetization orientation, compared to inner-
only type of fixture, inner-outer fixture 

 requires less magnetization energy for magnet saturation

 has improved fixture reliability. 

 The alignment between inner and outer magnetization 
coils in an inner-outer fixture is critical to optimally 
magnetize the isotropic bonded neo magnets. 

 A misalignment more than 2 will lead to appreciable reduction in 
mid-airgap flux density integral per pole. 
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Thank You!!!!!

Questions?
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